An application of Equivalent Frequency Transfer Function (EFTF) was applied in this study. This EFTF has originally been used among control engineers to analyze non-linear elements; for example threshold and saturation elements. Previous study by the authors had successfully derived the EFTF between rainfall input and discharge for real catchment area based on kinematic wave model. This study 
In order to obtain the equivalent frequency transfer function, we assume that; j: imaginary unit w: frequency B(x) and C(x) are complex functions.
In this study, we employ zero-depth-gradient as lower boundary condition. This condition defined as From eq. (5) and (7), we obtain
Consider at steady-state condition, therefore
From eq. (1), (4), (5) and (6), we obtain Substitution eq. (5) into eq. (2) leads to eq. (12).
We neglect high-order term and use approximation method. Then eq. (14) is derived.
We can derive eq.(15) from eq. (6) and (14).
From eq.(11), we obtained
Combination of eq.(15) and (16) finally yield
And eq. (7) and (16) 
Where A means the constant amplitude. 
From eq. (6), (29) and (30) 
Eq.(37) is a boundary value problem which satisfies eq. (41) and (42).
The EFTF of unit basin, zc(jw) ,is defined by (43)
4.GENERAL BASIN ANALYSIS
This section focuses on general basin as shown in 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The diffusion wave, one of distributed parameter runoff models, was analyzed by using the equivalent frequency transfer function (EFTF). The word EFTF" means relationship between rainfall input and discharge. In this study, we had derived EFTF for the simplest model or slope. The theoretical results agree with the one calculated from numerical method. Therefore the model was extended.
Consequently EFTF for general basin was derived.
Gain and time lag characteristics show that they decreased as the frequency increased. We suggest that it is feasible to extend application of EFTF to the practical river networks consisting of many slopes and channels. In our further study, we will simplify using EFTF with available data by estimation parameters from second order differential equation.
